
Robotics Camp
Fun, Learning, and Discovery



Fun Road Ahead

Welcome to the KOOV Robotics Camp. At this camp, you are going to 

put on the hat of a student robotic engineer and learn by building. You 

will build and program several “robots” each day,following instructions 

in this curriculum and from My First Robot Coding Map. Then you will 

be given a Design Challenge to brainstorm for better design. Each day 

will be filled with learning, fun, and discovery.  



Week In A Glance

Day 1: KOOV Education Suite

Learn about Robotics and 
KOOV

Day 3: Light and Camera

Detect Light and Distance

Day 2: Blink and Beep!

Coding with LEDs and Buzzer 

Day 4: Turn that Wheels 

DC Motor and Robot Car

Day 5: Dancing Feet

Servo Motor and Penguin



KOOV Educational Suite

DAY 1



Day 1 

E KOOV, LEDs

C Intro to Coding 

M KOOV Code Editor & Coding 
& LEDs

I Robots

Introduction

Electronics

Coding Concepts

Map
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Robots

Have you ever seen a robot? Can you point out the robots around 

you? Have you ever wondered what makes a robot move? 

Researchers and companies created many robots to improve our lives. 

Can you name some?

Let’s take a look at some examples of these robots.

E



Robots that Help Us 

E

Surgical Robots



(Super) Human Like Robots 

E

Atlas from Boston 
Dynamics

video

https://youtu.be/fRj34o4hN4I


(Fast) Animals Robots 

E

Robotic Cheetah from MIT

BionicKangaroo from Festo

video

video

https://youtu.be/fRj34o4hN4I
https://youtu.be/fRj34o4hN4I


Intro to KOOV Kit 
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KOOV is for You

If you are curious about how these robots work, and want to start making your 

own robots, then KOOV Robotics and Coding Kit is for you. 

KOOV Robotic and Coding Kit includes a small computer, blocks, electronic 

devices, and a KOOV coding editor to let you write code to control your robot. 

Moreover, KOOV comes with rich learning material to teach you, step-by-step, 

how to build and control a robot.  

E



KOOV Robot 

A KOOV robot is a robot built with KOOV Core (computer), blocks, electronic 

devices, and cables. 

The KOOV Core is a mini computer that can follow step-by-step instructions. You 

can program the KOOV core by uploading code to it. 

The blocks are non-electronic blocks for building the body of a robot. 

The electrical devices help a robot interact with its surrounding. 

The cables are wires that connect KOOV electrical devices to the computer. 

E



KOOV Core 

KOOV Core is a small computer and it is the “brain” of a KOOV Robot. 

It has input ports and output ports for the KOOV electronic devices, such as a LED. 

It also has built-in Core Buttons and status indicators. 

KOOV Core controls the KOOV electronic devices and you can program the KOOV 

Core using code. Such as turning on and off a LED.

E

animation 

https://youtu.be/fRj34o4hN4I


KOOV Blocks

KOOV blocks are transparent blocks that come in different shapes and 

colors.

KOOV blocks are like puzzle pieces and 

more fun and challenging to build. They 

can be connected from multiple sides.

Since the blocks interlock better and 

tighter, sometimes you would need to 

remove them using a Block Remover. 

E



KOOV Buttons

KOOV Buttons are input devices that let you control your robot.A button can 

only be in ON or OFF state.  

There are two different types of KOOV Buttons: the Core Buttons and the 

KOOV Push Switch. 

The KOOV Core buttons are on the KOOV Core and include top, bottom, 

right, and left core button. The KOOV Push Switch is an electronic part that 

can be connected to KOOV Core by one of the cables. 

Buttons can be used to control other devices. For example, you can check if 

a button is pressed, and if so, turn on LED, or sound a buzzer

E

animation

https://youtu.be/jwhzlvXf74k


KOOV Sensors 

Just as we learn about our environment through our eyes, ears, and nose, 

KOOV robots learn about its environment through SENSORs. Sensors are 

input devices.  

KOOV kit comes with various sensors to help a robot detect how bright it 

is, if there is anything in front of it, and how fast is it moving.

E

animation

https://youtu.be/jwhzlvXf74k


KOOV LEDs, Buzzer and Motors 

Besides sensors and buttons to interact with KOOV robot, 

KOOV also comes with OUTPUT electrical devices for KOOV robot to interact 

with the world. 

The OUTPUT devices include LEDs, buzzer, and motors. A robot can use 

LEDs to make signals, buzzer to create alarms, and motors to move or rotate. 

E

animation

https://youtu.be/jwhzlvXf74k
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KOOV LEDs

KOOV LED is connected via cable and to KOOV Core. It comes with 

several colors.

When using LED with KOOV Core, you can turn on and off the LED by 

sending “LED On/Off” command to the KOOV Core, which then send 

electric signal supplies power to the LED and turn it on.

E

animation

https://youtu.be/iHyxbZ_mW1I


How a LED Works

LED stands for Light-Emitting Diode (Di-ode). Light-Emitting means giving out light. Di 

means two and it means the two pins in LED.

The LED has two pins called anode and cathode. 

Anode is the longer pin and connects to the positive voltage. Cathode the shorter 

pin and connects to the negative voltage. The electricity flows from anode to 

cathode. 

As electricity flows through the LED, the electricity is changed to light energy, 

emitting light.

E

animation

https://youtu.be/MbiRqQlR820
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Coding = Give Instructions 

Coding is to give step-by-step instruction for computers to complete a task. Once 

instructions or codes are written, they are turned into a program that you can run on 

a computer.

Moreover, just like humans speak in different 

languages, computer speak in Programming 

Languages. There are many different kinds of 

Programming Languages. We will learn to 

speak to a computer in a language called 

block-based programming language. 

C

animation

https://youtu.be/jwhzlvXf74k


A Simple Program

To write codes in block-based programming  language, you snap code blocks 

together. Let’s take a look at a very simple example to move a character. This code 

tells a robot to move when the program starts. 

when KOOVy, an adorable 

cyber pet, is really thirsty, how 

would you direct it to get to the 

cold, refreshing iced tea?

Did you guess it right? The code would look like this:

C



First Robotic Coding Map 
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p

Robotic Coding: LEDs

Map: What is Coding

KOOV Code Editor



KOOV Code Editor 

Start the KOOV Code Editor on your computer.

Use your provided login, follow the instruction on KOOV editor to update your 

account. 

Then:

● Go to Home 

● Select Free Production.

● At the Free Production Panel, click “Start”

L



Map: What is Coding
L

Map: My First Robot Coding

Stage: Let’s Start Coding with 
KOOV

Mission: What is Coding? 

To go to Map: 
1. Login
2. Select “Learning 

Course” 
3. Select “My First 

Robot Coding” 



My First Robot Coding
L

Stage 2: Getting into Electronics

Mission 1: Make an LED light up
Mission 2: Make an LED blink
Mission 3: Use two LEDs
Mission 4: Learn how to use the app

To go to Map: 
1. Login
2. Select “Learning 

Course” 
3. Select “My First 

Robot Coding” 



Blink N Beep @ Night 

DAY 2



Day 2 Objectives 

E Light Sensor

C Loops and Conditionals 

M Lantern

I Sound

Introduction

Electronics

Coding Concepts

Map
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Sound

Sound is the vibration of air particles, which travels to our ears through air. 

The vibrations of sound in the air are called sound waves. 

When a guitar string is plucked, the string vibrates the soundboard, which 

sends sound waves through the air to your ear. 

A buzzer works by vibrating the air at different rates, sending the sound wave to 

your ear. The faster the air vibrates, the faster the sound wave move. The speed of 

vibration is called frequency.Moreover, the higher the sound wave is, the louder the 

sound is. The height of the sound wave is called amplitude. 

animation

https://youtu.be/qUdipNjnQ9o


KOOV Buzzer
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KOOV Buzzer 

KOOV Buzzers makes vibration at different frequencies to make different 

sounds. 

Buzzers draw more current and requires the battery. When using the KOOV 
Buzzer, make sure to connect the KOOV battery pack. 

To connect a buzzer to the KOOV Core, connect it to any output port from V2 
to V9. 

E



Play a Tune with Buzzer 

A KOOV Buzzer can buzz at different frequencies, using buzzer ( ) on 
frequency ( ) code block. the frequency from a piano board. 

You can make your own tune if you use the right frequencies. Here is an 
example of a simple tune:

E

simulation

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/212249272/#fullscreen
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KOOV Light Sensor

E

KOOV Light Sensor detects the brightness of its surrounding. If it’s bright in 
the room, the Light Sensor would detect higher energy; if it’s dimmed, it would 
detect lower energy. 

KOOV Light Sensor can be connected to the Output ports K2 to K7 on the 
Core. The KOOV Light Sensor shown below is connected to input port K7. 

The light sensor () code block returns the energy level from the Light Sensor.  

animation

https://youtu.be/bFkpyeVuq4s


Light Sensor Code

E

The light sensor () code block gives the amount of electric current detected 
by the Light Sensor device..

To check if a room is dark, use the Light Sensor device and light sensor ()
code block, as well as the ( ) < ( ) operator. 

Typically, it’s dark when the energy level is less than 30. Therefore, to check if 
a room is dark, you can check if the current is less than 30. 

The sensor (K7) < 30 code segment returns True or False. If it’s dark, then 
this code segment would return True. If it is bright, then it would return False.
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Loops and Iterations

A loop is a set of steps that can be repeated. Therefore, that step is in a loop. An 

iteration is a repetition through a loop. Since coding is to provide step-by-step 

instruction to complete a task, 

if we want a robot to eat three cookies, and each green box below is a step, which 

step would it repeat?

It’s the “Eat a Cookie” step. Each time a robot goes through the loop to take and eat 

a cookie, it’s one iteration. 

C

animation

https://youtu.be/j7QHzjhDd0g


Conditional

We make decisions daily, such as: 

“IF Vinny gives me a french fries, THEN I will give him a candy.”

“IF Matt brings his tennis racquet tomorrow, THEN I will bring mine too. ELSE

we can just run around the park.”

Computers and robots make decisions as well. Conditionals are the way computers 

make decisions. Robots make decisions based on conditions or the state of 

something, such as the brightness or the loudness of the room.  

A conditional loop is a loop that is only repeated if a condition is true. An example 

would be a conditional cookie loop. Before repeating the “Eat a Cookie” step, check if 

there are more cookies. Eat another cookie if there are still cookies, if not, close the 

lid.

C

animation

https://youtu.be/XEu3aY8xc5M
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Robotic Coding Map: Lantern

1

2
3

4

5 6

What is 
Coding

LEDs

Lantern

Camera 

Robot 
Car 

Penguin

L

To go to Map: 
1. Login
2. Select “Learning 

Course” 
3. Select “My First 

Robot Coding” 

Map:       My First Robotic Coding
Stage:     Stage Three 

Mission 1: Make a lantern
Mission 2: Use the Core Buttons
Mission 3: Learn how to use a Light Sensor



Robotics Camp 

Student Manual 

1

Fun, Learning, and Discovery



Day 1 

E Intro to KOOV Kit 

C Intro to Coding 

L Blink that LED

I Robots

Introduction

Electronics

Coding Concepts

Lab

2



Day 1 Electronics: KOOV Robotic and Coding Kit

What does the KOOV Kit include?

Match KOOV Parts with Human Body Parts 

Sound Sensor

Light Sensor

Blocks

KOOV Core

Buzzer

LED

Motor

Muscle

Mouth

KOOV Core

Brain

Eye

Ear

Hand (to make signals)

3



Day 1 Coding Concept: Intro to Coding

Coding is to give step-by-step _______________ for 
computers

How many steps does KOOVie have to 
take to reach the iced tea? 

Fill in the blank in the code segment at 
the right.

To talk to a human, we speak in different languages; to talk to a 
computer, we would write in  ______________________ language.

4



Day 1 Map: Stage 1, Mission 1 - What is coding?

5

Login. 
Click on “Learning Course”.
Click on “My First Robot Coding”.
Go to “My First Robotic Map”. 
Select Stage 1, “Let’s Start Coding with 
KOOV”.

Complete this stage, then answer the 
questions.

Coding is a way to give what to 
robots and computers? 

a) Big Reward
b) Strong Electricity 
c) Step-by-step Instruction
d) Fancy Wrapper 

The instructions for robots must be 
written in? 

a) Paper
b) Whiteboard 
c) Code 
d) Novel



Day 1 Map: Stage 2, Mission 1 - Make an LED light up

6

Login 
Click on “Learning Course”
Click on “My First Robot Coding”
Go to “My First Robotic Map” 

Complete the “Starting with 
Electronics” Stage in the Map.

Then answer the questions below.
What does LED [ V2]  [ on] code 
block do?

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

What does wai t  [ 1] secs code 
block do?

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________

What does LED [ V2]  [ of f ]  code 
block do?

_______________________________

_______________________________

_______________________________



Day 1 Map: Stage 2, Mission 2 - Make an LED Blink

7

Would program would  make a LED 
blink? One or Two?

_______________________________

_______________________________

Why does not both programs work?

_______________________________

_______________________________

What does the forever {} code block 
do?

_______________________________

_______________________________

2

1

Go to “My First Robotic Map” 
Select “Second Stage”.
Select “Mission 2”.

Complete this mission, then answer 
the questions.



Day 1 Map Stage 2 Mission 3: Use Two LEDs

8



Day 1 Map: Stage 2, Mission 3 - Use Two LEDs 
(Understand the Code) 

9

1

2

If the Green LED is connected to 
V2 port,  and the Red LED is 
connected to V3 port, which LED 
would blink first? 

_________________________

Would both LEDs blink at the same 
time? Why or Why not? 

____________________________

Does code segment 1 or 2 make 
the Green LED blink? (Green LED 
is connected to V2 port) 

____________________________



Day 1 Map: Stage 2, Mission 4 - Learn how to use the app

Goal 1: Learn how to use Connection Settings 
Goal 2: Learn how to run a program in Test Mode

Goal 
1

Goal 
2

10



1. On the INPUT Tab, there are four Core Buttons: 

_______________, ______________, _____________, and _______________. 

1. List all the input ports: 

_____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________

1. The _______________________ can only be plugged into input ports K0 and K1.

2. You can connect the following electronic devices to port K2 to K7:

_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________

Day 1 Map: Learn how to use the app (INPUT Tab)

INPUT

11



12

Day 1 Lab: Learn how to use the app (OUTPUT Tab)

OUTPUT

1. At the OUTPUT Tab, you can check a ____________________ box to blink 

the “MULTI” light on KOOV Core. 

2. List all output ports:

_________________________________________________

_________________________________________________

1. You can only connect this electric device to output port V0 and V1:

_________________

1. You can connect the following output electronic devices to port V2 - V9:

_____________________________________________________



Day 1 Lab: Robotic Coding Map - KOOV Code Editor

You can change the running speed of your code in  the Test Mode.  

1. How to start and stop the code? Which button?

__________________________________________________

1. How do you go slower? Which button? 

___________________________________________________

1. How do you go faster? Which button?

___________________________________________________

1. What does the “Step” button do?

___________________________________________________

1. Can you guess why it is useful to slow down the running of the code?

___________________________________________________
13

Step Stop Play 

Slower Faster Reset



Day 2 

E LEDs and Buzzers 

C Loops and Conditionals 

L Lantern

14



Day 2 Concept: Loops

A loop is a set of ______ that can be repeated. Each repetition through the loop is 

called a __________________

Open the 
Lid

Take a 
Cookie

Eat a 
Cookie

Close the 
Lid

The diagram below shows steps to eat cookies. To eat three cookies, which steps 

below can be in a loop?

______________________________________________

A loop can be _________________ if a decision is made before repeating that loop. 

15



Day 2 Concept: Repeat Loop in a Maze

Below is a maze. Collect 💰💰 as you go through the maze to the end. 

END

💰💰 💰💰 💰💰 💰💰

Can you write the code to move through this maze?

st ar t
move up
move r i ght
move r i ght
move r i ght
move up

16

st ar t
END

💰💰 💰💰

💰💰 💰💰 💰💰

💰💰



Day 2 Concept: Repeated Steps in a Maze

Did you notice that the following code has some repeated lines? 

You can rewrite the code with the repeat [] code block. 

st ar t
move up
move r i ght
move r i ght
move r i ght
move up

st ar t
move up
r epeat  [ 3]

move r i ght
move up

17



Day 2 Concept: Repeated Steps in a Maze

Write the code to go from Start to End. Collect all 💰💰 and avoid 💩💩

End

💩💩 💩💩

💰💰 💰💰 💰💰 💰💰

💰💰 💰💰 💰💰 💰💰

💰💰 💰💰 💩💩

st ar t Code Blocks:

move up
move down
move r i ght
move l ef t
r epeat  

Use at least one repeat code block in your program. 18



Day 2 Map Stage 3, Mission 1:  Make a lantern

Make a lantern with Core Buttons and Light Sensor

Login. 

Click on “Learning Course”.
Click on “My First Robot Coding”.

Select Stage 3. 
Complete all missions in this stage.

19



Day 2 Map Stage 3 Mission 2: Use the Core Buttons 

20



Day 2 Map Stage 3 Mission 2: Use the Core Buttons

21

What would happen if the Top 
Button is pressed?

_________________________

What would happen if the 
Bottom Button is pressed?

_________________________



Day 2 Map Stage 3 Mission 2:  Use the Core Buttons

22

What does the i f  [ ]  t hen code 
block do?

_________________________

_________________________

What does the forever code block do?

_________________________

_________________________

This program does not work. What is 
it missing?

_________________________

_________________________



Day 2 Map Stage 3 Mission 3: Learn how to use a Light Sensor

23



Day 2 Map: Stage 3 Mission 3: Learn how to use a Light Sensor

24

What does this program do?  

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________

_________________________



Day 2 Map: Stage 3 Mission 4: Rewrite code 

25

This Mission’s Goal: To rewrite the code with if … then … or else … code block. 

The program at the left is from Mission 3 and it uses two if … then code block. It 
can be rewritten with if … then … or else code block.  The updated program is at 
the right. Write the code in the box. 

st ar t
i f  l i ght  sensor  K7 < 30 t hen

LED V2 on
i f  l i ght  sensor  K7 > 30 t hen

LED V2 of f

st ar t

A program to turn on LED if it’s dark, 
off if it’s bright

Same program but rewrite with 
if...then...or else
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